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NEW BUILD - 9mDiving/ Fast Transfer / Power Cat

Listing ID - 3110 

Description NEW BUILD – 9m Diving/ Fast Transfer /
Power Cat

Date
Launched

Built to Order (delivery 4 months from
order)

Length 9m (29ft 6in)

Beam 3m (9ft 10in)

Draft 0.5m (1ft 7in)

Location Europe

Broker Giuseppe Filippone
giuseppe.�lippone@seaboatsbrokers.com
+39 329 886 8343

Price EUR 70,000 (excluding engines)

 
Characterized by a seaworthy hull, huge cockpit area, economy of operation and maintenance free construction, the
boat is designed and built to address the needs of commercial operators or pleasure boaters who want a fast and
very tough small catamaran, suitable for serious work even in dif�cult conditions.
This powercat workboat is ideal for small resort owners, passenger runs, dive operations, and surf charters, the NXT
29 CC is characterized by excellent performance and good load carrying capacity.
She is ideally suited for the Mediterranean or tropical climates with drop down clear screens and the layout can be
customized to suit your operation.
 
The main characteristics of this powerful and compact catamaran are :
Hull length 9m
Total length including platform  9.7 m
Very strong aluminum construction
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Outboard (gas or diesel) twin 150 hp and up. 
Speed 30+ knots
The catamaran is available in a variety of con�gurations and can be customized to meet an owner’s exact
requirements.  The hull is standard but the cockpit layout can be easily modi�ed and is basically designed in
cooperation with the operator.
Options include :
Larger center console
Different seating arrangements 
Cargo capacity to 400 Kg.
Side doors
Dive ladder
Surfboard rack
We can ship this catamaran anywhere at very reasonable costs.
 
 
 
 
 
 



The details of all vessels are offered in good faith but we cannot guarantee or warrant the accuracy of this
information nor warrant the condition of the vessel. Any buyer should instruct their agents, or their surveyors,
to investigate such details as the buyer desires validated. This vessel is offered subject to sale, price change,
location or withdrawal without notice.
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